Rethinking Enterprise Java Reloaded
I’m working as Java EE/SE developer, consultant, sometimes author, speaker and trainer with Java since 1995...

...and still really enjoying it!

Java Programming Language rocks!

airhacks.com
Real World Java EE Night Hacks
Dissecting the Business Tier
[ Iteration One ]

CDI  REST  JPA2  JMX
EJB 3.1  JAX-RS  Maven 3 Java EE
ScalaTest  Hudson  DevOps  BASE
Arquillian  JUnit  CI  Stress Test
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Java EE Patterns

Rethinking Best Practices
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“With Java EE it is hard to be unproductive, but very possible...”
Project Setup
Build
External Libraries
Architecture
Remoting
Test
Deployment
Thank You!

and see you at

workshops.adam-bien.com